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Background

Identifying relevant knowledge to be used in document-grounded conversational systems is

critical to effective response generation.

Knowledge Identification (KI) is the task of locating knowledge in a long document that is

relevant to the current user query given the conversation context.

[Sec 1] Private Service Bureau Licenses

• Request Name Approval
• Before you can apply for a license to 

operate a PSB, …

• After your application is reviewed by the 
DMV in Albany, …

• When the inspector visits your location, …

[User]: Hi, can you tell me 
something about the private 
service bureau licenses?

…
[Agent]: Do you want to 
apply for a PSB?

[User]: No, I was being 
curious. Just in case, what 
should I do if I apply for 
PSB?

[Agent]: Your application 
will be reviewed in Albany's 
DMV. After that, it will be 
sent to your local DMV 
office and you'll be 
scheduled for an inspection.

[Sec 3] How to Apply?

[Sec 30] After you apply

• A Private Service Bureau PSB 
license is required of …

Grounding documentDialogue Context

Challenges & Solutions

Challenge 1 The grounding document can be long.

Solution A multi-passage knowledge reader that selects the most relevant passage from

which the final answer string is selected.

Challenge 2 Relevance of information depends on: (1) What has been asked. (2) What has

been already communicated. (3) Who said what.

Solution Dialogue-contextualized passage representations and a multitask learning framework

with objectives to identify knowledge for the next turn, as well as used knowledge for

previous turns.

Datasets

Doc2Dial [3]
4.8k goal-oriented dialogues in 4 social-welfare domains.

The blind held-out test set has an additional Covid-19 domain.

Each turn is grounded in a sequence of knowledge spans in a given document.

Wizard of Wikipedia (WoW) [2]
Over 20k social chat conversations.

Dev/Test set has two subsets with conversation topics seen or unseen in training.

Each turn is grounded in one or no sentence from 7 Wikipedia passages.

Method Overview

Method Overview

DIALKI, a multi-task learning model for Knowledge Identification (KI).
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1. Forgetting to Update Address 
… you must report a change of address to 
DMV within ten days of moving. … for 
the address associated with your license. 
… It is not sufficient to only. … 

!!
2. Leaving the State …
States communicate with each other , so 
when you move to another state, … That 
means resolving any unanswered tickets, 
suspensions or revocations, …

History knowledge (training only)

Next-turn knowledge (main task)

[usr]: I forgot to update my address. 
Could this be a problem? 

[agt]: Yes, by statute, you have to … a 
change of address before ten days …

[usr]: Is it common to delay … 
forgetting prerequisite …?

Dialogue Context Passage

About ten percent of … performed online 

Span

begin end
pooled global vector

1. Forgetting … Address…

… address associated  …

It is not sufficient to only…

…

…!!

2. Leaving the State  …

... move to another state …

That means resolving …
…

…

[usr]: … update address…?

[agt]: Yes, by statute, …

[usr]: Is it … forgetting …?

B
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1. Forgetting … Address

… address associated … 

5. Proper Document …

It is not sufficient to  …

begin

1. Forgetting … Address 

end
5. Proper Document …

Passage

Span
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!!
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5. Proper Documentation …
… ten percent of customers visiting .. do 
not bring what they need, … not bringing 
sufficient funds ... if your transaction can 
be performed online, …

5. Proper Document …

About ten percent of …
…

… performed online …
…

…

Grounding Document
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Encoding Dialogue Context and Knowledge Multi-Task Learning

Knowledge Contextualization

The contextualized span representation ṡj = [sj, ŝj, s̃j] combines the original span vector sj with

Gated pooling with user turns ŝj.

Gated pooling with agent turns s̃j.

Next-Turn Knowledge Identification (Lnext)

Applies linear layers on z and ṡj to predict the gold passage, begin and end spans.

History Knowledge Identification (Lhist)

Leverages ui and sj to predict the gold passage, begin and end spans for each history turn.

Posterior Regularization (Ladv)

Incorporates a f-divergence based posterior regularization mechanism [1] during training.

Joint objective with tunable parameters

L = Lnext + αLhist + βLadv

Evaluation Results on test sets

Evaluation Results
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Our model outperforms existing state-of-the-art models on the test sets of both datasets.
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set 3e�5 as the learning rates and 1000 as warm-
up steps. For each experiment, we search the
weights in Eq. (4) on the dev set in the ranges of
↵ = {0.5, 1, 2}, � = {0.5, 2.5, 5}. We do not ob-
serve much difference with different weight combi-
nations, but the best result is achieved when � = 5
for both datasets, and ↵ = 1 for Doc2Dial and
↵ = 0.5 for WoW. Models are selected based on
the best dev set EM score. The maximum length
of dialogue context is 128. The maximum lengths
of model input are 512 and 384 for Doc2Dial and
WoW respectively. In training, we provide multi-
ple passages from the grounding document as the
input, where only one of them is the gold passage.
We find that learning benefits from having more
negative passage examples, and the number used
is constrained by memory consumption (up to 10
for the models with posterior regularization and
up to 20 otherwise). For inference, up to 20 pas-
sages from the target document are considered. For
longer documents, the first 20 passages are used.
Further details are in Appendix A.

4.3 Compared Systems

BERTQA-Token: The original baseline (Feng
et al., 2020) and the best published model on
Doc2Dial. It uses BERTQA (Devlin et al., 2019)
with each dialogue context as the question and slid-
ing windows to process each document, and pre-
dicts the start and end tokens in the document.

BERTQA-Span: Similar to BERTQA-Token,
but predicts the start and end knowledge spans in-
stead of tokens. Instead of using sliding windows,
we increase the number of position embeddings to
be 2048, initialized with 512 position embeddings
in BERT repeated 4 times, following (Beltagy et al.,
2020). We observe better results with this operation
than when using sliding windows.

Transformer MemNet: The original baseline
(Dinan et al., 2019) of WoW, which uses a vanilla
Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) to encode all
knowledge sentences separately and a memory net-
work for sentence selection. Another model version
includes pre-training on Reddit conversations.

SLKS: The state-of-the-art model (Kim et al.,
2020) on WoW that encodes all knowledge sen-
tences and dialogue turns separately with BERT
(or RNN). It uses two GRUs to update the states of
dialog history and previously selected sentences.

Method Overall
EM F1

BERTQA-Token 34.6 53.2
BERTQA-Token (our version) 35.8 52.6
DIALKI (Lnext only) 51.2 64.7
DIALKI 59.5 71.0
DIALKI (BERT-large) 61.8 73.1

Table 1: Evaluation results on the Doc2Dial test set.

DiffKS: This model (Zheng et al., 2020) is sim-
ilar to SLKS. Additionally, it computes the repre-
sentation difference between each candidate knowl-
edge sentence and the state of previously used
knowledge for in the final decision function.

Multi-Sentence: This baseline is designed to be
similar to DIALKI, but divides documents into
sentences instead of passages. It calculates the
next knowledge prediction loss Lnext only. For
Doc2Dial, we use subsections, mostly single sen-
tences, as segmented in documents. Knowledge
strings rarely exceed the subsection boundaries.

DIALKI (Ours): Our multi-passage knowledge
identification model with the next turn knowledge
prediction loss Lnext, history knowledge prediction
loss Lhist, contextualization mechanism (know-ctx)
and posterior regularization loss Ladv.

4.4 Quantitative Results
Doc2Dial Table 1 reports the results of different
systems in the blind held-out test set with an un-
seen Covid-19 domain. All models are based on
the BERT-base model except the last one that uses
BERT-large. The full model of DIALKI achieves
best results, demonstrating the effectiveness of
combining all components of the system described
in Section 3. The significant improvement from
DIALKI (Lnext only) over BERTQA-Token, which
takes the full document as a single string, shows
the benefit of our multi-passage framework. BERT-
large helps further improve the overall results.6

WoW Results on both test sets are presented in
Table 2, containing conversations on seen and un-
seen topics in training. DIALKI significantly out-
performs all other systems, which encode knowl-
edge sentences disjointly. This again confirms the

6After ensemble with other large language models of
RoBerTa and ELECTRA (Liu et al., 2019; Clark et al., 2020),
our model achieves EM / F1 scores as 67.09 / 76.34, achiev-
ing the best scoring system on the leaderboard outperforming
beating the second-best scores 63.53 / 75.94.

We only show exact match (EM) scores in the figures, but we observe similar trends in F1.
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Figure 1. Exact Match (EM) scores on test sets. We observe similar trends in F1.
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Method
Doc2Dial WoW

Overall Seen Unseen Overall Seen Unseen
EM F1 EM F1 EM F1 EM F1 EM F1 EM F1

BERTQA-Token 42.2 58.1 48.3 61.1 37.0 55.6 – – – – – –
BERTQA-Span 46.3 59.3 54.4 63.5 39.4 55.6 – – – – – –
Multi-Sentence 59.5 68.8 63.6 71.6 56.0 66.4 29.2 37.0 32.4 39.7 26.1 34.3

DIALKI (Lnext only) 60.4 71.2 64.2 72.3 57.1 70.2 31.5 39.7 33.3 41.1 29.8 38.3
+Lhist 63.0 72.6 66.5 73.9 59.9 71.9 33.6 41.6 35.1 42.7 32.2 40.5
+Lhist, know-ctx 63.8 73.4 67.7 74.8 60.5 72.3 33.6 41.5 35.2 42.8 32.1 40.3
+Ladv 64.4 73.8 66.2 73.9 62.8 73.7 32.9 40.8 34.6 42.2 31.1 39.5
+Lhist,Ladv, know-ctx 65.9 74.8 67.6 74.9 64.4 74.7 34.2 42.1 35.9 43.5 32.6 40.7

Table 3: Ablation results on Doc2Dial and WoW dev sets.

Figure 4: EM versus the length of dialogue context (# previous turns) or document (# tokens).

KI Model Knowledge Input sacrebleu

– full doc 22.84
BERTQA-Token pred span 21.42
DIALKI pred span 25.16
DIALKI pred span & passage 25.84

Table 4: Response generation results on Doc2Dial dev
set. KI stands for Knowledge Identification.

the score is relatively high for the more recent user
turn and decreases for earlier turns. Such patterns
are not observed in WoW. One potential reason is
that each agent in a Doc2Dial conversation has a
clear goal to directly address user queries, while
WoW conversations are more like social chat. This
distinction may explain why know-ctx does not
work well on WoW. The reason for even higher
similarities with earlier turns in WoW could be that
knowledge is related to people being referred to
with pronouns with names being introduced earlier.

Availability of History Knowledge Labels In
Doc2Dial, we calculate the history knowledge pre-
diction loss (Lhist) for all history turns, since all the
labels are available in the training set. In practice,
it might not be feasible to annotate all history turns,
particularly user turns. Hence, we conduct exper-

iments comparing scenarios where history knowl-
edge labels are given for all turns, agent turns only,
random 50% agent turns, or no turns. We get EM
scores of 63.0, 62.7, 62.4 and 60.4 respectively,
finding that removing user turn labels and half of
agent turn labels do not affect the results much.

Impact of Dialogue / Document Length Fig-
ure 4 shows the average EM scores vs. the dia-
logue context and grounding document length on
the Doc2Dial and WoW dev set. Dialogue context
lengths are grouped into 0-2 (short), 3-5 (medium)
and � 6 (long) history turns. In Doc2Dial, docu-
ments are categorized as short, medium and long:
0-500, 501-1000 and 1000+ tokens, respectively. In
WoW, documents are categorized as short, medium
and long: 0-800, 801-1600 and 1600+ tokens, re-
spectively. DIALKI shows less performance drop
as the two input lengths increase compared with
baselines that do not leverage the multi-passage
structure of grounding documents.

Span Prediction Error Analysis We randomly
select and analyze 50 examples from both
Doc2Dial and WoW where DIALKI makes wrong
predictions (EM=0). Since DIALKI can achieve
relatively high passage-level prediction accuracy
as shown in Table 6, we focus on analyzing pre-
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Figure 2. Exact Match (EM) scores on test sets. We observe similar trends in F1.

Seen / unseen data during training:
Doc2Dial: seen / unseen grounding documents.

WoW: seen / unseen conversations with topics.

Overall, adding each component of our model proves to be effective.

Impact of KI on Response Generation

KI Model Knowledge Input sacrebleu

– full doc 22.84

BERTQA-Token pred span 21.42

DIALKI pred span 25.16

DIALKI pred span & passage 25.84

Table 1. Response generation results on Doc2Dial dev set. KI stands for Knowledge Identification.

Using knowledge predicted by DIALKI leads to improvements in the sacrebleu score.

Takeaways

Addresses knowledge identification in conversational systems with long grounding documents
using:
passage representations contextualized with the dialogue-document history.

multi-task learning and posterior regularization.

Achieves state-of-the-art results on two dialogue datasets.
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